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Register and View the Final Program for the 2017 World Congress
Click here to view the final program.
Don’t Miss Two Important Sessions at the AOPA World Congress in
Las Vegas

and Part D drug claims.

Learn today what will drive tomorrow’s O&P reimbursements.
AOPA will have 2 presentations at the World Congress as a part of
AOPA’s Prosthetics 2020 initiative. Attend Friday morning’s
session to hear the results of the RAND study – the much
anticipated effort to estimate the economic impact of advanced
prostheses. On Saturday, hear updated findings on the costeffectiveness of O&P from Dobson-DaVanzo, who have updated
their 2013 landmark findings to include 2011-2014 Medicare data

Friday, September 8 at 7:40AM in Oceanside D

RAND Study: Economic Value of Advanced Transfemoral Prosthetics, the first public
presentation of the ground-breaking RAND Study findings.
Saturday, September 9 at 7:40AM in Mandalay Bay H
Dobson-DaVanzo Cost Effectiveness Research, will explore the cost effectiveness data that
continues to prove that mobility saves. Click here to register.
O&P PAC Corner Update
The O&P PAC Corner provides information on the activities of the O&P PAC, including the
names of individuals who have made recent donations to the O&P PAC and the names of
candidates the O&P PAC has recently supported. The O&P PAC recently received donations
from the following AOPA member(s)*:






Thomas DiBello, CO, FAAOP
A.J. Filippis, CPO
Karl M. Fillauer, CPO
Sam Liang
Catherine Mize, CPO





Shane Wurderman, PhD, CP,
FAAOP
Pam Young
Jim Young, CP, FAAOP

The purpose of the O&P PAC is to advocate for legislative or political interests at the federal level,
which have an impact on the orthotic and prosthetic community. The O&P PAC achieves this goal
by working closely with members of the House, Senate and other officials running for office to
educate them about the issues, and help elect those individuals who support the orthotic and
prosthetic community.
To participate in, support and receive additional information about the O&P PAC, federal law
mandates that eligible individuals must first sign an authorization form, or contact Devon Bernard
at dbernard@AOPAnet.org.
*Due to publishing deadlines this list was created on 08/29/2017 and includes only
donations/contributions made/ received between 08/22/2017 and 08/29/2017. Any
donations/contributions made/received on/or after 08/29/2017 will be published in a future
issue of the SmartBrief.
Senator Klobuchar Visits Minnesota O&P Facility
Senator Amy Klobuchar (MN-D) visited Minnesota
Prosthetics & Orthotics in Edina, MN to speak with
practitioners, patients, and students about the
Wounded Warrior Workforce Enhancement Act.
Minnesota Prosthetics & Orthotics has several
Veterans who are patient models who were
interviewed.

Roger Wagner, CPO, from Century College attended the visit. . Read the CBS Local news article
about her visit.
See and Hear from AOPA’s Award Winners at the World Congress
Join us at the World Congress to see the awards presented at the Thursday opening session and
Friday general session. Learn more about the award winners.
Lifetime Achievement Award
Sir Saeed Zahedi, OBE, FREng, BSc, PhD, FIMechE, CEng, RDI is a biomedical
engineer and innovator who is currently the Technical Director at Chas A
Blatchford & Sons and a visiting professor at Bournemouth University's Design
Simulation Research Centre. He has authored over 125 publications and patented
over 35 inventions. He is best known for his work in the development of the
world's first fully integrated, microprocessor controlled, lower limb system, Linx.
He was knighted "for services to Engineering and Innovation" in 2017.
Ralph R. "Ronney" Snell Legislative Advocacy Award Recipients
Aaron Holm has been a longtime regular at the annual AOPA Policy Forum, and is
active in state level advocacy in Minnesota. He founded Wiggle Your Toes, a nonprofit that assists individuals who have suffered limb loss through consultation,
planning and referrals, while in the hospital after losing both legs above the knee. He
has participated in the fight against the draft Lower Limb LCD of 2015, including the
rally at the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), and at a Congressional
briefing.
Adrianne Haslet survived the Boston Marathon bombing becoming a below knee
amputee and outspoken O&P advocate. As a professional ballroom dancer, she
famously danced again. She has worked tirelessly to advance the O&P advocacy
agenda by testifying before Congress on our behalf, participating in Congressional
Briefings, being part of the 2015 rally at HHS and joining us for our media briefings.
Inventor Awards








Van Phillips, Flex-Foot. The Flex-Foot is the first energy-storing carbon graphite foot, a
variation of which is worn by 90 percent of Paralympics participants, and thousands of
people around the world.
J. Martin "Marty" Carlson, CPO(E), FAAOP, Tamarack Flexure Joint. The Tamarack
Flexure Joint is considered the industry's most widely used thermoformable orthotic joint
option for custom and semi-custom articulating ankle-foot orthoses.
M.E. "Bill" Miller, CO, The Boston Brace System. The Boston Brace System is the most
studied system and is used throughout the world for the orthotic management of idiopathic
scoliosis.
Kelly James, PhD, C-Leg. The C-Leg was the first leg with microprocessor-controlled swing
and stance phases, used to treat knee disarticulation and transfemoral amputees.
Edwin & Kathryn Arbogast Award, and Otto & Lucille Becker Awards





Elizabeth Bell, University of Maryland-College Park, "A Mixed-Methods Examination of
Limitations to Physical Activity as Reported by Individuals with Lower Extremity
Amputations" (Edwin and Kathryn Arbogast Award)
Kierra Falbo, Northwestern University, "Characteristics of Delphi Processes in Orthotics
and Prosthetics Research" (Otto and Lucille Becker Award)
AOPA Attends Prosthetic Forum in Michigan

On August 10, Wright & Filippis hosted a Prosthetic Forum for Rep. Mike Bishop, R-MI. Patients,
prosthetists, manufacturers (including AOPA Past President Rudy Becker, Jr.), and the educational
community (Jeff Wensman, Univ. of Michigan) were represented. The objective of the session, held
at Rep. Bishop’s request, was to more fully educate him on all aspects of challenges facing the O&P
community. The O&P representatives also expressed their appreciation to Rep. Bishop for his
support in helping advance H.R. 3178—the provision
legitimatizing the orthotist/prosthetist notes as part of the
Medicare record for purposes of medical necessity
determinations—through to enactment in July by the full House
of Representatives.
Photo, from left: AOPA Board Member Pam Lupo, Rep. Mike
Bishop (R-MI), A.J. Filippis, CPO, and AOPA's Tom Fise.
PDAC Announces a Coding Redetermination Project for Custom Diabetic Inserts
On July 13, 2017, the DME MACs published a joint publication that addressed the proper use of
HCPCS code A5513, which is used to described molded to patient model diabetic shoe inserts.
The joint publication indicated that in order to meet the requirements of the HCPCS code
descriptor, diabetic inserts billed using A5513 must be molded over an actual model of the
patient’s foot. The publication further clarified that the use of generic, electronic or “virtual”
models where custom fabrication occurs without creation of a physical model of the patient’s foot
does not meet the code descriptor, and diabetic inserts fabricated this way cannot be billed as
A5513.
On August 10, 2017, the Pricing, Data Analysis, and Coding Contractor (PDAC) announced that
based on the previously published coding clarification, it would initiate a Coding Redetermination
Project for diabetic inserts described by A5513. As part of this project, all previous A5513 PDAC
coding verifications will be end dated effective May 31, 2018. Manufacturers and central
fabrication facilities who wish to have their products PDAC verified for A5513 will need to submit
a new application to the PDAC. This applies to both new products as well as existing products that
were previously verified by the PDAC. The PDAC has indicated that applications should be
submitted well in advance of the May 31, 2018 end date in order to allow adequate time for the
PDAC to complete its review.
The PDAC notice stated that products that are currently PDAC verified for A5513 may continue to
be billed using A5513 until the May 31, 2018 end date. Medicare claims for diabetic inserts
described by A5513 with a date of service on or after June 1, 2018 will require a new PDAC coding
verification using the requirements outlined in the July 13, 2017 coding clarification.

As a reminder, AOPA members who are fabricating diabetic inserts described by A5513 for use by
their own patients are not required to obtain PDAC verification but must meet the requirements of
the code descriptor which includes the creation of a positive model of the patient’s foot.
The complete PDAC announcement may be viewed by clicking on the following link. View the
complete PDAC announcement.
Questions regarding this issue may be directed to Joe McTernan at jmcternan@AOPAnet.org or
Devon Bernard at dbernard@AOPAnet.org.
RAC Audits for Custom Fabricated LSOs and TLSOs Announced
Performant Recovery, the national Home Health, Hospice, and DMEPOS RAC contractor, has
announced that it will be initiating a post-payment complex medical review for custom fabricated
LSO and TLSO claims. Performant Recovery added the review to its list of approved issues on
August 2, 2017. Providers whose claims are selected for review will receive a letter from
Performant Recovery requesting relevant documentation to support medical necessity for the
orthoses that was provided.
The RAC audit for custom LSOs and TLSOs is the second O&P specific approved issue since the
award of the new RAC contract to Performant Recovery. The first approved issue is an audit for
custom AFOs and KAFOs added to the approved issues list on August 2, 2017. AOPA continues to
monitor the RAC website to identify additional audit issues as they are announced.
The RAC announcement on the audit of custom LSOs and TLSOs may be found by clicking here and
searching for issue 0024.
Register for the LAST Coding & Billing Seminar of 2017 in Phoenix, AZ
Join the AOPA Billing & Coding Experts November 6-7 in Phoenix, AZ
Book your hotel room before October 13 for AOPA's rate
of $179 per night. AOPA experts provide the most up-to-date
information to help O&P Practitioners and office billing staff
learn how to code complex devices, including repairs and
adjustments, through interactive discussions with AOPA
experts, your colleagues, and much more. Meant for both
practitioners and office staff, this advanced two-day event
will feature breakout sessions for these two groups, to
ensure concentration on material appropriate to each group.
At this seminar you will:







Receive up-to-date information on Prior Authorization and other Hot Topics
Ensure your Proof of Delivery meets Medicare Requirements
Learn how to assess risk areas in your practice
Learn successful appeal strategies and hints to avoid claim denials
Practice coding complex devices, including repairs and
adjustment
Attend break-out sessions for practitioners and office staff



Earn 14 CEs
Upcoming AOPA Events

September 6-9, 2017

AOPA 2nd World Congress
Las Vegas, NV
Learn more and register here

September 13, 2017

ABC Inspections & Accreditation
AOPA Webinar
Learn more and register here

November 6-7, 2017

Coding & Billing Seminar
Phoenix, AZ
Learn more and register here

